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Does the Milky Way
have a large scale magnetic field

(like the Earth and Sun)?

Earth’s magnetic field:  
- extends beyond surface 
- oriented by spin axis 



But how can we discover what the  
Galactic Magnetic Field is?

     Need “observables” sensitive to the magnetic    
field…  so far, the best are:  

• Faraday Rotation Measure of distant quasars 
• polarization angle rotates by RM x λ2 

• RM ~ ∫ ne B|| ds 

• Polarized Synchrotron Emission 
• radiation from electrons spiraling around magnetic field lines 

• PI ~ ∫ ne B⊥2 ds



Rotation Measures

Polarized synchrotron

Complementary!
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    Jansson-Farrar strategy, I. Data

line of sight

line of sight

RM Q (polarized synch) U (polarized synch)

~40k datapoints for each



 GMF modeling    Jansson-Farrar 2012

Question: How should we model the magnetic field? 

Theoretical constraint: magnetic flux is conserved! 

Observational guidance: external galaxies
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•

35-parameter GMF (JF12)
•  Eight magnetic spiral arms in the  
   Galactic disk  

•  Helical field in the halo 
• Striated (ordered random) and fully random, too

•  Adjust model parameters to best-fit data 

•  Typical field strength ~ 1 micro-G



JF12 Coherent Field
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X-field
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22 parameter fit, 10k dof
very well-constrained



Messy-looking data:

but key features 
explained 

by a simple model…

Reveals a spiral field 
extending into 

the Galactic halo!



UltraHighEnergyCosmicRay  
deflections in the GMF
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E/Z = 100 EV (UHE proton)



UHECR deflections in the GMF
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E/Z = 10 EV (UHECR Carbon)



UHECR deflections in the GMF
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E/Z = 3 EV (UHECR iron)



GMF acts as a lens for  
UltraHigh Energy Cosmic Rays =>  

magnification and blind regions
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• UHE:  E > ~ 5 1019 eV = 50 EeV      CM energy > 10x LHC
• NASA-Pleiades supercomputer to calculate trajectories, sims run by M. Sutherland



Update on JF12

• Planck vs WMAP synchrotron QUI 

• Improved models of ne & ncre  

• Alternate descriptions of magnetic field  

•  Correlations in fluctuations of ne & B, detailed 
modeling of Bstri , coherence scale, …

• ne



Planck vs WMAP 
bigger difference than you might think!



Planck vs WMAP 
bigger difference than you might think!

O(1) differences!

WMAP I: 30x larger in GP

Q

U

PI

I



Foreground Separation
• Intensity:

• WMAP did not fit/subtract 
spinning dust contribution 

• Planck is better (?)

• Polarized Synchrotron:
• Negligible bkg to subtract at 

22/30 GHz 

• Why do they differ???

Polarized

Total



Could Planck be correcting incorrectly? 
hint from H0 discrepancy… (?)

• SHOES (Reiss+16):  H0 = 74.24 +- 1.74 km/s

• Planck 2015:  67.8 +- 0.9 km/s  

• Planck H0 from low-l (no foreground) ~5 
sigma closer to than hi-l



Update on JF12
• Planck vs WMAP synchrotron QUI 

• Need to resolve discrepancy between WMAP & 
Planck foreground analyses or data.  (GMF and GCR 
should eventually help with spatially varying spectra)  

• Improved models of ne & ncre  

• Alternate descriptions of coherent magnetic field 

•  Correlations in fluctuations of ne & B, detailed 
modeling of Bstri , coherence scale, …



Impact of alternate X-field on coherent B 
D. Khurana*

• Parabolic X-field** slightly 
improves fit; closely resembles 
original JF12 halo field => KF16 

• Changing orientation:  data 
prefers J and B aligned as in JF12 

• Allowing flux to flow between disk 
& halo:  data prefers flux 
separately conserved, as in JF12 

• Can no reversals fit?  Maybe… 

• Bottom line:  JF12 ROBUST
• qualitatively and quantitatively 
• henceforth use KF16 

original 

* continuing analysis & plots, M. Unger 
** parabolic X-field: Ferriere-Terral 2014 model C



Impact of WMAP->Planck on coherent B  
VERY PRELIMINARY!  

• Parameter fitting with Planck 
data not yet complete. 

• Current-best minimum gives 
roughly similar parameter 
values to KF16                   
n.b., uses JF12 ne & ncre 

• NO CONCLUSIONS 
POSSIBLE YET



Update on JF12
• Planck vs WMAP synchrotron QUI  

• Improved models of ne & ncre 

• Alternate descriptions of coherent magnetic field 

• basic structure of JF12 remains preferred 
(orientation, X->parabolic, flux conservation)  

•  Correlations in fluctuations of ne & B, detailed 
modeling of Bstri , coherence scale, …



ne : thermal electron model
• JF12 used Cordes-Lazio NE2001, 

with revised scale height (Gaenssler) 

• New models have appeared (Schnitzler
+2012, Yao Manchester Wang 2016) 

• Important differences from NE2001,   
ex. YMK16 

• Change GMF:  ne ↓  B ↓ 
• Some changes in spiral arm B’s 
• B in halo increases  

• Effort underway UF?? to add 
known structure (need for pulsar 
RMs to be used)

NE2001(JF12) vs. YMW16
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plots by M. Unger



More detailed ne  
(UF??)

• Combine a variety of data 

• Halpha emission measures ~ 
ne2 

• HII regions to locate 

• Improve noise subtraction in 
RM

from M. Unger talk, Madison B-field workshop 2016)



More detailed ncre 

• Random field from synchrotron emission ⇔ must 
know ncre

• Accurate ncre model ⇔ must treat electron propagation well: 

• diffusion out of disk via X-field 

• anisotropic diffusion difficult to treat technically…   

• Awaiting help from this audience!!!



Random field model
• Synchrotron emission ~  B2   

• Total intensity I:  if Planck replaces WMAP  
• I ~  B2  :  decreases by factor ~30 
• Expect Brand in disk to decrease by factor ~5

• PI: smaller difference between Planck & WMAP 
• Bcoh and Bstri are only mildly affected (as we saw…) 

• Must have accurate ncre  to find correct Brand

• Updated GMF model pending better understanding of Planck data 
processing.



Conclusions



Summary 
UF?? is coming, but its hard work!

• Planck vs WMAP synchrotron QUI  

• Improved models of ne & ncre  

• Alternate descriptions of magnetic field  

•  Also:   
• correlations between fluctuations of ne & Brand 

• detailed modeling of Bstri  

• coherence scale, …

• ne


